The main point for an indexer to consider about this collection of interviews published for the Association of College and Research Libraries is why there is no index. If Martha Boaz's views on library schools and Patricia Battin's experiences of network systems are worth recording for posterity, they are surely also worth indexing?

Since all the interviews took place in 1978, one wonders why they were not published until October 1980 and whether the eight distinguished librarians who are still living hold the same views now as they did then.

K.G.B.B.
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Describes over 14,000 sources of industry-intensive data for the US and Canada, providing information on 60 industries.


Science fiction story index 1950-1979. 2nd edition expanded and updated by Marilyn P. Fletcher. Chicago: American Library Association, 1981. xii, 610 pp. 28 cm. ISBN 0-8389-0320-7 (pbk $20.00). Stories are listed by title, author and compiler. These access points refer to a code which leads to the complete bibliographic citation.


Checklist of Canadian ethnic serials compiled by Ruth Boguski, edited by Liba Blazek, editorial direction Sabine Sonnemann. Ottawa: National Library of Canada, 1981. viii, 382pp. 28cm. Text in English and French. Index. ISBN 0-660-50732-3. Pbk, spiral binding. Canada $50.00, other countries $60.00. Contains approximately 3,000 entries of newspapers, periodicals, church bulletins, directories, almanacs, yearbooks, and conference proceedings of about 60 cultural groups. Intended as a verification tool; also an attempt to bring bibliographic order and control to current and retrospective ethnic serial publishing in Canada. Organized first by ethnic group and then alphabetically by title within the group.

A list and index of parliamentary papers relating to India, 1908-1947/John Sims. London: India Office Library and Records, 1981. ii, 130pp. 29cm. Index. ISBN 0-903359-29-4. Pbk. A continuation of Annual lists and general index of the parliamentary papers relating to the East Indies . . . 1801-1907 which was published as a parliamentary paper in 1909, (HC 89), as a guide to the relevant parliamentary papers issued during the last forty years of British rule in India and Burma.

The role of subscription agents by Alan Singleton; with a supplementary report on UK libraries' trade with agents, by Alan Cooper. Leicester: Primary Communications Research Centre, 1981. 68 pp. 21 cm. ISBN 0-906083-07-6. Pbk £6.00 UK; £7.00 O/SEAS (prices inc. postage and packing).
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